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INTRODUCTION

• Early work suggested fine-grained acoustic differences
are discarded early in perception1, but later work
refuted this claim2,3

• However, it is unclear how the perceptual system
encodes specific acoustic cues at early stages

• Previous work introduced an ERP approach to
measure early perceptual responses,4,5 examining
differences along VOT continua:
• P300 varies as a function of graded acoustic changes, relative
to phoneme categories

• Auditory N100 varies linearly with changes in VOT,
suggesting a measure of early cue encoding independent of
phoneme categories

• Questions: Does N100 serve as an index of cue
encoding for other cues and phonological contrasts?
What can this tell us about perceptual organization?

METHOD
• Exp. 1: Word-initial minimal pairs spanning 18 consonants

(/b,d,g,p,t,k,f,v,s,z,S,m,n,tS,dZ,l,r,w/); Exp. 2: Naturally-produced sounds

varying along VOT and release burst continua (/b,d,g,p,t,k/)

• Listener indicated which sound each word began with by clicking

corresponding letter(s) on a display

• EEG recorded using 64-ch Brain Products actiCHamp system with electrodes

at standard 10-20 sites; N100 measured from average of F3, Fz, and F4

• EOG recorded via electrodes horizontal to the external canthi of each eye

(horizontal) and an electrode located above the left eye (vertical); trials

containing oculomotor and muscle artifacts rejected via a peak-to-peak

threshold detection and visual inspection

• Electrode impedances kept at <10 kΩ; Data referenced to left mastoid online

and rereferenced to average mastoids offline; EEG recorded at a sampling

rate of 500 Hz; offline bandpass filtered at 0.1 to 30 Hz in ERPLAB

(Butterworth filter with 12 dB/octave roll-off)

RESULTS—EXPERIMENT 1 (Natural speech)

Grand average waveforms (F3,Fz,F4)

Stop consonants

Fricatives

RESULTS—EXPERIMENT 2 (Naturally-produced VOT and burst continua)

Categorization functions

Grand average waveforms (F3,Fz,F4)

Mean N100 amplitude

Stop consonants

Analysis Factor Result

Stops Place χ2(2)=9.16, p=.010

Stops Voicing χ2(1)=5.36, p=.021

Stops Place × Voicing χ2(2)=3.37, p=.185

Fricatives

Analysis Factor Result

Fricatives Place χ2(2)=4.28, p=.117

Fricatives Voicing χ2(1)=4.72, p=.030

Fricatives Place × Voicing χ2(1)=5.29, p=.021

Other consonants

Analysis Factor Result

Nasals Place χ2(1)=1.71, p=.190

Affricates Voicing χ2(1)=2.78, p=.095

Approximants Manner χ2(1)=0.24, p=.624

Approximants Place χ2(1)=1.22, p=.269

Mean N100 amplitude

Omnibus analysis

Analysis Factor Result

Stops VOT χ2(1)=23.40, p<.001

Stops Burst χ2(1)=1.04, p=.307

Stops Quad. Burst χ2(1)=5.83, p<.05

Stops VOT × Burst χ2(1)=.10, p=.748

/b/-/g/ stimuli

Analysis Factor Result

Stops VOT χ2(1)=21.52, p<.001

Stops Burst χ2(1)=2.46, p=.117

Stops VOT × Burst χ2(1)=.06, p=.803

/g/-/d/ stimuli

Analysis Factor Result

Stops VOT χ2(1)=15.24, p<.001

Stops Burst χ2(1)=5.13, p=.023

Stops VOT × Burst χ2(1)=.06, p=.800

DISCUSSION

Experiment 1
• Differences in N100 amplitude observed for several
acoustic and phonological distinctions

• Stop consonants
• Larger N100 for voiced stops, replicating and extending
previous findings4 with different manners of articulation

• Place effects map onto spectral shape distinctions6 (e.g.,
/p/→/k/→/t/), rather than differences based on articulation

• Supports encoding based on acoustic cue representations

• Other consonants
• Fricatives: Effect of voicing similar to stops (larger N100 for
voiced consonants); place × voicing interaction driven by
voicing effect for /f,v/ but not other fricatives

• No systematic differences observed for other consonants

Experiment 2
• Behavioral results: VOT boundary at ≈ step 4; burst
boundaries at ≈ steps 3 (/b/-/g/) and 7 (/g/-/d/)

• Linear effect across VOT continuum (category
boundary ± 3 steps), replicating previous work4

• Quadratic effect across burst continuum, spanning
two phonological distinctions (/b/–/g/ and /g/–/d/)

• Linear effect for /g/–/d/ stimuli (boundary ± 2 steps)

• Suggests that listeners encode cues continuously for
specific phonological contrasts

Conclusions:
• The N100 can serve as a useful tool for studying cue
encoding at early stages of speech perception across
a range of phonological distinctions

• Perceptual encoding is based on continuous acoustic
differences and may be a general property of the
speech processing system
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